
 

This calculator is the definition of simplicity. It is designed to eliminate all that complicated information that can get in the way
of an easy answer. As you enter your recipe, the calculator will offer the precise amount of ingredients needed to complete it
with only one click, instead of scrolling through a long list of ingredients. It also has a nutrition tracker so you can easily see how
many calories are in your meal and calculate your daily intake. One click will show you how much sodium or carbohydrates it
contains, too! All this with no ads, no subscriptions hidden away for another year later, and no frustrating full screen "get more
stuff" pop-ups to pull you out of whatever masterpiece you're creating. Plus, it's completely free. It was developed by das
softwarewerk, one of Germany's leading software companies, and has been featured on multiple platforms all over the World. It
is also available for Windows 8 and Windows Phone.

While working on the Calculator project, das softwarewerk had three goals in mind:

Glass received positive reviews from various publications throughout Europe and Asia. It was praised for its simple interface yet
powerful features making it easy to calculate nutrition information without adding excess weight to the app itself. Glass is also
very light on resources, running smoothly even on older device with 512 MB or less RAM memory. Another major bonus is that
Glass itself has no advertisements or subscription fees. "Mangostar" applauded Glass' easy-to-use interface and said that its
simple design made it perfect for children. At "Appgefahren", Jovin Tan wrote: "Glass is one of the few apps where I found
myself using all its features." He further praised its ability to calculate nutrition information and convert between units with
ease. However, Tan did point out the lack of a search function as a problem though he understands why this might not be
feasible due to the nature of the app's design.

The most obvious feature is that it can convert between units such as Celsius, Fahrenheit, and others such as weight, length, area
and more. The Calculator also allows users to convert units using the following algorithms:

This feature was introduced with version 1.0.0 of Glass.

A quick search within the app will bring up all the ingredients required for a specific recipe, as well as their nutritional value,
which is incredibly valuable for people looking to lose weight or maintain a healthy diet. This is confined to recipes that are
already created before entering into Glass's limited database, however it would be easy to build an API so that all recipes could
be found within Glass. It runs smoothly even on older devices with 512 MB or less RAM memory, and has no advertisements or
subscription fees. Downloads Awards

The development of Glass began in December 2012, after das softwarewerk was approached by one of their clients. This client
wanted them to design an app that would allow them to create recipes using their smart device instead of using pen and paper.
das softwarewerk has since then released an Android version for Glass, as well as versions for Windows 8 and Windows Phone.
All versions were designed by das softwarewerk's own design team. Its design was inspired by the principle of minimalism.
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